
How do we 
help students 

learn today 
and also 

prepare them 
for tomorrow?

Andrew Rhodes 
National Education 
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“The future started 
yesterday and we´re 

already late”
John Legend



…or “ruthless moments of concentration”?

“Distracted”?



Education should prepare 
young people for jobs that 
do not yet exist, using 
technologies that have 
not yet been invented, to 
solve problems of which 
we are not yet aware.
Richard Riley
Former US Secretary for Education





Chieh Huang

“Automation is great for 
profits, but it's a real potential 

trouble area for society.”

“It’s fair to say anything 
that can be measured or 
is based on rules will be 

automated.” 
Graham Brown-Martin



…but also creates new opportunities 

App Developer Social Media Manager

Uber driver

Driverless car engineer

Cloud Computing Specialist

Big data analyst

Big data scientist

YouTube content creator

Drone operator

AI engineer

VloggerBlogger
User experience designer

Data miner

Digital Marketing specialist

eCommerce manager

Sustainability manager

Chief Listening Officer
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“Digital natives”?



Students unable to navigate 
through a complex digital 
landscape will no longer be 
able to participate fully in 
the economic, social and 
cultural life around them.

Students, Computers and Learning, OECD, 2015
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“Technology can 
amplify great 
teaching, but great 
technology cannot 
replace poor 
teaching." 
Students, Computers and 
Learning, OECD, 2015
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Abraham Lincoln

Give me six hours to 
chop down a tree and I 
will spend the first four 
sharpening the axe.



Accessible Engaging

Challenging

Relevant



Simple & Reliable

Consistency





Engaging the Whole School Community

Leder Lærer Elev Foresatte



Skoleleder





The role of the 
teacher is to 
create the 
conditions for 
invention rather 
than provide 
ready-made 
knowledge.

Seymour Papert
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Problem Solving

Collaboration

Persistence

Reasoning and logic

Communication

Working with Others





We need to invest in capacity 
development and change-

management skills, develop 
sound evidence….. and back 

all that up with sustainable 
financing.

Students, Computers and Learning, OECD, 2015
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The illiterate of the 
21st century will not 
be those who cannot 
read and write, but 
those who cannot 
learn, unlearn, and 
relearn.

Alvin Toffler


